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1100 Poydras Street, Suite 3475 New Orleans, LA 70163 
504-529-1601 

www.wtcno.org  
  

  

October 25, 2023 

Mr. Kent Rogers 
Executive Director 
Northwest Louisiana Council of Governments 
625 Texas St, #200  
Shreveport, LA 71101 
 
RE: I-49 Inner-City Completion Support 
 
Dear Mr. Rogers, 
 
This letter is in support of the completion of the I-49 Inner City Connector (ICC). The mission of the 
World Trade Center of New Orleans is to support, promote, and attract international trade and 
businesses for the benefit of Louisiana.  
 
The completion of the ICC is vital to the economic competitiveness of Shreveport and Louisiana.  Once 
completed, the ICC will ensure the efficient movement of goods and play an integral part 
of an international controlled-access North-South highway system.  
 
Coupled with other logistical advantages, the completed ICC will spur economic growth in the 
Shreveport region and will allow for the efficient flow of goods to the largest port system in the Western 
Hemisphere along the Lower Mississippi River. 
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 
Harrison Crabtree 
Director, World Trade Center New Orleans 
 







  
 

This le er is wri en on behalf of the Greater Shreveport Chamber and the Shreveport-Bossier 
Commi ee of 100. 

The development of Interstate 49 has been a focus of our community, our state and our na on 
for more than 50 years.  Together we have designed and invested in a roadway that links 
Shreveport-Bossier with the rest of the na on, offers the opportunity for expanded commerce 
and greater connec vity, and provides a gateway to our state from the north. The economic 
benefits of comple ng this roadway are substan al and they are clear. 

What remains for us to do to realize these benefits is to complete this roadway by closing the 
3.5-mile gap between I-20 and I-220.  This gap delays the fulfillment of the economic promise 
for our community and hampers its u lity to our na on.  

The Chamber and Commi ee of 100, in concert with the municipali es and many other 
organiza ons across the region, have been steadfast in our determina on that this roadway 
must be completed, and we have stated affirma vely and consistently that we believe that the 
shortest, most direct and least disrup ve route through the city should be used to complete this 
roadway.  

We recognize that the ongoing NEPA process requires significant due diligence regarding any 
environmental and cultural impacts of this construc on and appreciate that another addi onal 
alterna ve has been proposed, Route 3A.  Our groups are on record suppor ng the current 
locally preferred alterna ve, Route 1 through the city, as we believe it best conforms to the tri-
par te test of shortest, most direct and least disrup ve.   

However, in the event that Route 1 does not prove feasible, we firmly believe that a route 
through the city is cri cal to the comple on of this project.  Thus, we affirm our support for 
Route 3A should the confluence of factors explored by the NEPA process align to determine that 
Route 3A is the most feasible alterna ve. 

Our focus and our concern have always been the comple on of this vital roadway, and so today 
on behalf of the thousands of businesses and tens of thousands of employees we represent, we 
call upon NLCOG, SHPO and the Federal Highways Administra on to act with all deliberate 
speed to select either Route 1 or Route 3A and move with dispatch to finalize the Environmental 
Impact Statement, secure the Record of Decision and complete this project. 

The way before us is clear and the me for ac on is now.  
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October 27, 2023
Wayne Brown
1619 Jimmie Davis Highway
Bossier City, LA  71102

I send this comment to show my support to complete the I-49 ICC, utilizing Route 1.  This route will be what drives

Louisiana.

NW LA into more jobs and an economic impact of $800 million dollar.  As Chairman of the C100 of Louisiana

Economic Development, I fully support this effort.   I see this as a great benefit not only for  our area but also for







PUBLIC MEETING COMMENT FORM
I-49 INNER CITY CONNECTOR

STAGE 1

STATE PROJECT NO. H.003915
ROUTE 1-49

SHREVEPORT, LA

Please use this form if you have any questions, comments, or concerns of which you would like the 
project team to become aware and to ensure that your comments are included in the official transcript 
for this public meeting.

Please submit your comments to one of the following addresses below. Comments must be postmarked 
by October 28, 2023 in order to become part of the official transcript.

PLEASE CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING COMMENTS:

Email: 
Or Mail:

kerryoriol@providenceeng.com 
I-49 Inner City Connector
C/O
Providence
1201 Main Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Date:
Name:

Address:
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1369 Holmes Rd. Keatchie, LA 71046
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I am a Shreveport business owner. The infrastructure of I-49 has been a focus of our community for decades. The fact that there is now a  3.5 mile gap is ridiculous. The delays in this project are inexcusable. I agree that a route should be cost efficient and that it should be the least disruptiveto the city. I support Route 1 as being the shortest, least disruptive and most direct route. However, if this is not feasible, I would support Route 3A as an alternative. I look forward to a decision being made and this project being completed as soon as possible. Sincerely, Emily Leahy  
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From: Mike Waldon <mike@mwaldon.com> 

Date: October 23, 2023 at 1:49:10 PM EDT 

To: info@i49shreveport.com 

Cc: Kerry Oriol <kerryoriol@providenceeng.com> 

Subject: [E] Public comment on Shreveport I-49 ICC by Michael Waldon for inclusion in 

open house meeting comments 

 

I submit the following comments on the proposed I-49 ICC. Please include these comments with 

others compiled from the open-house meeting held on October 17, 2023. 

 

Alternative 5 is the only acceptable choice among the alternatives offered. However, alternative 

5 appears to be drastically over-designed. Shreveport currently has a viable western bypass 

following Route 3132/I-220. When my wife and I took that bypass route last year we had a dark 

laugh together about the folly of the state proposing to spend hundreds of millions to build a 

redundant second parallel interstate across the City of Shreveport.  

 

The project's only true purpose, in our opinion, was to distribute tax dollars to out-of-state 

construction companies who reciprocate with monetary support of the project's political 

cheerleaders. To be clear, this does not simply happen in Shreveport, or Louisiana. State 

departments of transportation across the US have been "captured" by their own contractors, 

and contractors have come to be viewed as the "customers" to be served by these agencies. The 

problem begins at the national level where there is a need for reform of highway planning and 

funding. Until such reform happens, local citizen action must correct much of the bias for big-

spending projects that originates in federal and state governments. It is my hope that in a very 

small way my comments and the comments of others will play such a role.  

 

Unlike the other alternatives, alternative 5 can be compatible with a Fix-It-First spending plan. By 

selecting alternative 5, the current roadways (Route 3132 and I-220) could be first repaired. At 

some future time if demand ever increases these roadways could then be upgraded. Louisiana's 

roads and bridges are falling apart from lack of maintenance. I-10 in New Orleans is rusting 

away, and Shreveport Route 3132 is badly in need of maintenance and repair. Fix-It-First is a 

common sense policy which I believe is supported by the vast majority of taxpayers. However 

many politicians fear Fix-It-First; there is never a ribbon-cutting or photo op when a pothole 

gets filled or a bridge is painted. Sadly, the former Secretary of DOTD, Dr. Shawn Wilson lobbied 

congress in opposition to Fix-It-First. At this point it is left to citizens to insist on this common 

sense approach from our elected and appointed leaders when they are spending our money.  

 

With the exception of alternative 5, the ICC has already and will continue to damage the 

economy of Shreveport and lessen the quality of life for its citizens. One purpose of the ICC 

project is "To provide for economic development by improved access to the Interstate System." 

History of urban interstate construction demonstrates that these projects devastate large parts 

of the urban community. Typical property values of homes near an urban interstate fall by at 

least 12-15%. Simply by proposing this project the DOTD caused serious economic decline in 
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communities along the planned corridor - no one wants to buy a house near an urban interstate 

or future interstate construction. While there may be some interests who would see economic 

gains from the ICC, many others will suffer. The specter of having an interstate constructed has 

not only caused loss of property values, but also loss of population and a serious reduction of 

the local tax base. An honest economic evaluation of the ICC would include the economic and 

social hardships and losses that have been and would be taken by the government from 

Shreveport residents. The ICC transfers wealth from Shreveport residents to the interests of out-

of-state highway contractors and a few influential businesses. Even the planning of the 

Shreveport ICC has been, in reality if not legally, a government taking of property without 

compensation. The project has been inequitable and unjust. By its plan and by following racially 

biased historic federal guidance, the ICC places great disproportionate hardship. 

 

Finally, the presentation of photos of lovely things communities have done to beautify areas 

under interstate bridges are frankly insulting. Communities at great expense to themselves do 

infrequently find ways to repair a small part of the aesthetic, environmental, and social damage 

done by urban interstates. But in the end urban interstates are still loud, polluted, and unsafe 

spaces that take wealth from the community. Try holding a conversation in a normal voice near 

an interstate. Think about the long-term consequences of just breathing near an interstate. 

Consider pedestrian safety when we know that items from hubcaps, to litter, to cars and even 

cows (in Baton Rouge) fly from interstates. If you think you must show pictures of interstate 

beautification, at least have the honesty to say that these are not paid for by the DOTD or 

Federal Highway programs.   

 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. My wife and I were longtime Louisiana residents. 

Last year, just like more than 100,000 others, we moved out of Louisiana. Although we no longer 

live in Louisiana, we continue to want the very best for our many Louisiana friends in Shreveport 

and throughout the State.    

 

Michael G. Waldon, Ph.D. 

415 Nottingham Rd 

Newark, DE 19711 

337-852-3668, email: mike@mwaldon.com 
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This letter is written on behalf of the Greater Shreveport Chamber and the Shreveport-Bossier

Committee of 100.

The development of lnterstate 49 has been a focus of our community, our state and our nation

for more than 50 years. Together we have designed and invested in a roadway that links

Shreveport-Bossier with the rest of the nation, offers the opportunity for expanded commerce
and greater connectivity, and provides a gateway to our state from the north. The economic

benefits of completing this roadway are substantial and they are clear.

What remains for us to do to realize these benefits is to complete this roadway by closing the
3.5-mile gap between l-20 and l-220. This gap delays the fulfillment of the economic promise

for our community and hampers its utility to our nation.

The Chamber and Committee of 100, in concert with the municipalities and many other
organizations across the region, have been steadfast in our determination that this roadway

must be completed, and we have stated affirmatively and consistently that we believe that the
shortest, most direct and least disruptive route through the city should be used to complete this
roadway.

We recognize that the ongoing NEPA process requires significant due diligence regarding any

environmental and cultural impacts of this construction and appreciate that another additional
alternative has been proposed, Route 34. Our groups are on record supporting the current
locally preferred alternative, Route L through the city, as we believe it best conforms to the tri-
partite test of shortest most direct and least disruptive.

However, in the event that Route 1 does not prove feasible, we firmly believe that a route

through the city is critical to the completion of this project. Thus, we affirm our support for
Route 34 should the confluence of factors explored by the NEPA process align to determine that
Route 3A is the most feasible alternative.

Our focus and our concern have always been the completion of this vital roadway, and so today
on behalf of the thousands of businesses and tens of thousands of employees we represent, we
call upon NLCOG, SHPO and the Federal Highways Administration to act with all deliberate

speed to select either Route 1 or Route 3A and move with dispatch to finalize the Environmental
lmpact Statement, secure the Record of Decision and complete this project.

The way before us is clear and the time for action is now.
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PUBLIC MEETING COMMENT FORM
I-49 INNER CITY CONNECTOR

STAGE 1

STATE PROJECT NO. H.003915
ROUTE 1-49

SHREVEPORT, LA

Please use this form if you have any questions, comments, or concerns of which you would like the 
project team to become aware and to ensure that your comments are included in the official transcript 
for this public meeting.

Please submit your comments to one of the following addresses below. Comments must be postmarked 
by October 28, 2023 in order to become part of the official transcript.
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Email: 
Or Mail:
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I-49 Inner City Connector
C/O
Providence
1201 Main Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Date:
Name:

Address:
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